Post-doctoral Fellowship (BPD)

**Job/Fellowship Reference:** Post Doc fellowship / animal facility

**Job summary:** Financed by a contract between QREN and the University of Coimbra (UC) “New strategies to manage brain diseases number 4756 with the reference CENTRO-07-ST24-FEDER-002002” financed by FEDER regarding the Regulamento Especifico Sistema de Apoio às Entidades do Sistema Científico e Tecnologico Nacional; Programa Operacional Regional do Centro 2007-2013 QREN the Center for Neuroscience and Cell Biology (CNC) invites applications for one position of Post Doctoral fellowship to provide technical support to the animal facility and implement a course of animal experimentation at the Center for Neuroscience and Cell Biology of the University of Coimbra. The fellowship will be in the range of 1495,00 €/ month including voluntary social and personal accidents insurances for a period of 6 months renewable up to a total of 24 months.

**Job description:** CNC wishes to hire a post doctoral fellow to provide technical support to the animal facility and implement a course of animal experimentation at the Center for Neuroscience and Cell Biology of the University of Coimbra. The candidate should hold a PhD in Life or Health Sciences or related areas and have experience in the area of the job. Selection will involve curricular evaluation (AC) taking into account the curriculum (CV) and fitting of profile (PF) to the position according to $AC = 0.6*CV + 0.4*PF$. Candidates with the best evaluations will be called for an interview.

Applications should be sent by e-mail to Silvia Sousa (silvia@cnc.uc.pt) in the period between the June 3rd to June 17th, including Motivation Letter, Curriculum Vitae with academic history, copy of degree certificates and two contacts for recommendation. Candidates will be notified by e-mail.

The Grant contract is expected to start on July 2013.

**Selection Committee:**

Prof. Catarina Resende de Oliveira, Prof. Luís Pereira de Almeida, Eng. Alexandre Pires, Prof. João Laranjinha